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Nova School of Business and 

Economics 

Strategy – 1207: 1st Problem Set 
 

Vasco Santos 

Diogo Paiva 

 

Deadline: Wednesday, October 17
th

, 12.00 a.m. 

 

Instructions: 

1. Each student must hand in a solution. If you choose to work together with 

your colleagues, please state so and with whom in your answer sheet. 

2. You should hand in the Problem Set by the above deadline, either by using 

my mailbox (#302, on the third floor) or by leaving it in my office (#128). 

3. Please make your work legible. Otherwise, it will be really difficult to 

correct it and your grade may be affected to the extent of my 

misunderstanding of your work. 

 

Exercise 1 

A firm that operates in the market for racing tyres produces them according to 

the following production function:    (   )   
 

 
    , in which   is the 

number of tyres produced and   and   are two different rubber components 

necessary to produce them. 

(i) Does this production technology exhibit increasing, constant or decreasing 

returns to scale? 

Furthermore, consider that the owner of the firm can take two different options. 

On the one hand, he can produce both components in one plant. On the other 

hand, he can have two plants each producing one of the components and then 

assembling them. Both options use the same production technology, with the 
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following variable cost:   (   )  (   )     . Additionally, operating a 

plant involves a fixed cost per tyre of $10. Each tyre is sold for $55. 

(ii) Does this production technology display economies of scope? 

(iii) Write down the firm’s profit function when it produces both components in 

one plant. Calculate the profit of the firm when it produces 4 units of 

rubber component   and 2 units of rubber component  . 

 

Exercise 2 

A small company located in Monterrey, Mexico, produces and sells 

saxophones. The manager of the company, Mr. Nestor Juarez, uses a formula 

to calculate the average cost of production. This formula depends not only on 

the experience accumulated by the firm (the number of saxophones produced 

until and including the previous year) but also on the output planned for the 

current year’s output. It is also known that the firm has a capacity constraint of 

20 saxophones per year. The formula is the following: 

  (    )     
 

 
         , 

where   is the current year’s output and    stands for the accumulated output. 

(i) Does this firm face economies of scale? Explain your answer. 

(ii) In a recent saxophone conference, Mr. Juarez said that his firm has a lot of 

potential because it is “continuously benefiting from the learning-curve 

effect”. Is this true? Justify. 

(iii) Now consider that this is the only company selling saxophones in the 

region. Knowing that in the more recent years the company has seen its 

sales growing by more than 50% per year, what can you say about the 

Product Life Cycle in this market? How do you expect it to evolve? 

(iv) In its short existence, the company has until now produced 60 saxophones. 

In the current year it is producing 12 saxophones and plans to produce 8 in 

the next one. Find out what is the behaviour of average cost. Can you 

compute the level of output   to be produced next year that gives the same 

average cost as in the current year? 
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Exercise 3 

Is a pipeline subject to economies of scale? Prove it or provide a 

counterexample while explaining your reasoning clearly. (Note: the area of a 

circle,  , equals    , whereas the associated circumference’s length,  , equals 

   ; recall that   stands for the radius of the circumference.) 

 

 

Exercise 4 

An investor decides to open a new tennis school in Lisbon. To run the business 

he hires a tennis coach. The school charges a fixed monthly fee of 100€ for 8 

classes per tennis player and 15€ for each extra class. The investor pays the 

tennis coach a fixed amount per month, namely 700€. The coach’s cost of 

effort depends on the number of tennis classes that he teaches. His cost of 

effort is zero if he teaches 80 or fewer classes per month. On the other hand, 

his cost of effort is given by 
(    ) 

 
 if he teaches more than 80 classes per 

month, where   stands for the number of classes taught. 

(i) Consider that all the tennis players enrolled in the school decide to have 

only 8 classes per month (no one has extra classes). At the most, how 

many tennis players will the tennis coach be willing to teach? 

(ii) Assume now that the school has 8 tennis players, with two of them having 

each two extra classes per month. Calculate the monthly profit of the 

investor and the payoff of the tennis coach. 

In an effort to attract more tennis players, the investor invests in a marketing 

campaign costing 200€. He also introduces a different pay scheme in order to 

motivate the tennis coach, paying him a fixed amount of 650€ per month plus a 

variable amount of 8€ per class taught beyond the 80 per month. 

(iii) How many classes will the tennis coach be willing to teach per month with 

this type of scheme? If there are no tennis players interested in extra 

classes, how many tennis players will the tennis coach end up teaching? 

(iv) With the number of tennis players defined in (iii), what will be the payoff 

of the tennis coach? What about the investor’s profit? Will they be better 

off or worse off than in the previous situation? Explain. 


